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Abstract 
Automatic activity recognition systems aim to capture the state of the user and its environment by exploiting heterogeneous 
sensors, and permit continuous monitoring of numerous physiological signals, where these sensors are attached to the subject's 
body. This can be immensely useful in healthcare applications, for automatic and intelligent daily activity monitoring for elderly 
people. In this paper, we present novel data analytic scheme for intelligent Human Activity Recognition (AR) using smartphone 
inertial sensors based on information theory based feature ranking algorithm and classifiers based on random forests, ensemble 
learning and lazy learning. Extensive experiments with a publicly available database1 of human activity with smart phone inertial 
sensors show that the proposed approach can indeed lead to development of intelligent and automatic real time human activity 
monitoring for eHealth application scenarios for elderly, disabled and people with special needs. 
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1. Introduction 
The first commercial hand-held mobile phones appeared in 1979, and since then there has been an unprecedented 
growth in the adoption of mobile phone technology, reaching to more than 80% of the world population by 20112.  
Lately, smartphones, which are a new generation of mobile phones, are equipped with many powerful features 
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including multitasking and a variety of sensors, in addition to the basic telephony. The integration of these mobile 
devices in our daily life is growing rapidly, and it is envisaged that such devices can seamlessly monitor and keep 
track of our activities, learn from them and assist us in making decisions. Such assistive technologies can be of 
immense use for remote health care, for the elderly, the disabled and those with special needs, if there are 
autonomous and intelligent.  However, currently, though there is good capacity for collecting the data with such 
smart devices, there is limited capability in terms of automatic decision support capability and making sense out of 
this large data repository. There is an urgent need for new data mining and machine learning techniques to be 
developed to this end. In this paper we propose a new scheme for human activity recognition using smart phone data, 
with potential applications in automatic assisted living technologies.  Activity recognition systems aim to identify 
the actions carried out by a human, from the data collected from the sensors and the surrounding environment. The 
current smart phones have motion, acceleration or inertial sensors, and by exploiting the information retrieved from 
these sensors, recognition of activities and events can be recognized. Automatic recognition of activities and events 
is possible by processing this sensor data with appropriate machine learning and data mining approaches. Rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. The details of the publicly available activity recognition data set used in this work are 
described in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the relevant background work done in this area, and the proposed 
automatic activity recognition approach is discussed in Section 4. The experimental validation of the proposed 
approach is described in Section 5, and the paper concludes with some outcomes achieved from this work and the 
plan for future research. 
 
2. Activity Recognition Database 
For experimental validation of our approach, we used a publicly available activity recognition (AR) database1. This 
database includes labelled data collected from 30 subjects in age group of 19 – 48 years. Each person performed 
different activities wearing a smart phone around the waist, and engaged in six different activities—walking on flat 
ground and up and down stairs, sitting, standing, and lying down. A Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone was used for 
data collection, which contains an accelerometer and a gyroscope for measuring 3-axial linear acceleration and 
angular velocity respectively at a constant rate of 50Hz, which is sufficient for capturing human body motion. The 




Fig. 1.Block Schematic for Activity Recognition Processing 
The raw data was then pre-processed by applying noise filters and then sampled with fixed-width sliding windows 
of 2.56 sec and 50% overlap. From each window, a vector of 17 features is obtained by calculating variables from 
the accelerometer signals in the time and frequency domain (e.g. mean, standard deviation, signal magnitude area, 
entropy, signal-pair correlation, etc.). 
The other dataset consists of vectors that each contain 561 features and represent 2.56 seconds of time. Each vector 
encodes characteristics such as the tri axial average, maximum, and minimum acceleration and angular velocity over 
the given interval, as well as more complex properties such as the Fourier transform and autoregressive coefficients. 
We used this dataset for experimental validation of our activity recognition approach. The block schematic for the 
processing the data from this dataset is shown in Figure 1. Next Section discusses the related background work. 
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3. Background 
The role of smartphones for automatic activity recognition can have several advantages due to easy device 
portability, and no requirement for additional fixed equipment that could be obtrusive and uncomfortable to the user. 
Other established activity recognition approaches are based on special purpose hardware set ups and body sensor 
networks as in 5, 6. It is unrealistic, however, to expect in general home settings for people to wear them for their 
daily activities, because of their difficulty, time and convenience to wear them on daily basis, though, such elaborate 
setups can enhance the activity recognition performance. Smart phones have an advantage because of their ease and 
convenience, along with the capability of multiple sensors on the phone, which can be exploited for activity 
recognition. Appropriate machine learning and data mining methods need to be developed for processing these 
multiple sensor signals from smartphones for automatic and intelligent activity recognition. Though there have been 
several machine learning methods available7, 8, 9, 10, it is not clear, which algorithm can performs better for activity 
recognition with smartphones. If automatic activity recognition systems can be built based on intelligent processing 
of multiple sensor features on smart phones, it will be a great contribution to eHealth area, particularly for remote 
activity monitoring and recognition in aged care and disability care sector.    
In this article, we examine several new machine learning and data mining approaches based on decision trees and 
ensemble learning techniques including random forests and random committee, and compare them with traditional 
naïve Bayes classifier and unsupervised k-Means clustering approaches for processing smartphone sensor signals for 
activity recognition.  The experimental evaluation of the proposed schemes with a publicly available smartphone 
activity recognition database 1 shows a significant improvement in recognition performance of proposed machine 
learning and data mining approaches, as compared to other methods proposed in the literature for smartphone based 
activity recognition. Next Section describes the details of machine learning techniques used for developing 
smartphone based automatic activity recognition system. 
 
4. Proposed Data Mining Scheme 
In this Section, we propose the data mining approach for classifying different activities in this work. As the 
dimensionality of features is very high (561 features), which can severely affect the implementation in real time on 
smart phone devices, We propose a information theory based ranking of features as the preprocessing step for this 
purpose. In this approach the features or attributes are ranked using information gain as the criterion, and other 
insignificant features are discarded. This has worked surprisingly well as compared to other attribute selection 
methods, given that in this application context, we are dealing with very high-dimensional datasets, where we need 
to use around half the attributes to achieve the same level of recognition performance. We carried out extensive 
experiments with different features ranked by the information theory based ranking approach, including baseline 
traditional Naïve Bayes classifier, Decision tress, random forests, the classifiers based on ensemble learning 
(random committee), and lazy learning (IBk). Brief details of some of the classifiers examined for this work is given 
below: 
 
4.1. Naïve Bayes Classifier 
This classifier is based around Bayes’ theorem and computes probabilities in order to perform Bayesian 
inference. The simplest Bayesian method, Naive Bayes, is described as a special case of algorithm that needs no 
adaptation to data streams. This is because it is based on supervised learning, and it is straightforward to train the 
model, and performs well in terms of accuracy and generalization, making it a good method for baseline 
comparison.  Further details of this classifier approach are given in 11, 12. 
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4.2. K-means Clustering 
Clustering is an unsupervised learning approach, and here the dataset does not need to have labelled data. The 
instances are grouped and if they are either the same or related to each other they are placed in one group and those 
which are different or un-related are placed in another group.  K-Means is known to be the simplest and the most 
popular algorithm and based on some criterion (Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance) it analyses if the 
instances can be clustered without having any previous knowledge about them. Due to simplicity, and its capability 
to work on unlabeled data, it is a good candidate for baseline reference for examining classifier performance. 
Further details of this classifier approach are available from 13. 
4.3. Decision Trees 
Decision Tree classifiers are based on predictive machine-learning models, that determine the dependent variable, 
or the target value of a new sample from the various attributes of the data available. Here, different attributes are 
denoted by the internal nodes of the decision tree, and the possible values that the attributes can have in the observed 
samples is denoted by the branches between the nodes. Further, the final values (classification) of the dependent 
variable are represented by the terminal nodes. The dependent variable denotes the attribute that needs to be 
predicted, and its value is determined by values of all other attributes. The independent variables in the dataset then 
form the independent attributes, and they help in predicting the value of the dependent variable. The following 
simple algorithmic approach is followed by the J48 Decision tree classifier used in our experiments. It has to first 
create a new decision tree based on the attribute values of the training data available, so as to classify a new item. 
The subsequent new set of items in the training set are recognized by the attributes that discriminates various 
samples in a clear manner. This feature provides us with most useful information, as it provides clear distinction 
between data instances needed for best classification. The details of J48 decision tree classifier is provided in 14, 15.  
4.4. Random Forests 
Random Forests are an ensemble of decision trees, and are based on ensemble learning methods for classification 
and regression. They are also thought of as form of a nearest neighbor predictor, thatconstruct a number of decision 
trees at training time and output the mode of the classes as the output class. (Random Forests is invented by Leo 
Breiman15,  and stands for an ensemble of decision trees).  Random Forests try to reduce the issues with high bias  
and variance by computing an average, and balancing the two extremes. Moreover, Random Forests have very few 
parameters to tune and most of the time work very well by simply using them with parameter settings set to default 
values. Due to these advantages, it is often possible to use Random Forests off the shelf, without much handcrafting 
or modelling needed with other classifiers, and yield a reasonable model that is fast and efficient. 
4.5. Random Committee 
Random committee is also a form of ensemble learning approach and based on the assumption of improving 
performance by combining classifiers.  In this type of classifier, a different random number seed is used for each 
classifier construction; however, they are based on the same data. It then computes an average of predictions 
generated by each of these individual base classifiers, and outputs this average as the output class15. 
4.6. Lazy IBk Classifier 
Lazy learners classifiers are based on the principle of learning on fly during classification time, and in fact store 
the training instances during training time. IBk classifier is very similar to k-nearest neighbor classifier. As most of 
the learning happens during classification phase, they tend to be slow, and it is possible to speed up the job of 
finding the nearest neighbors, by using a variety of different search algorithms. A linear search technique was used 
for this work, but the performance can also be enhanced by using kD-trees, or cover trees. The distance function 
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used was Euclidean distance. The number of neighbours used were 1, with no weighting based on distance from the 
test instance. 
5. Experimental Results 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed data mining approach for automatic human activity recognition 
from smartphone data, we used the part of the dataset 1, with pre-processed feature set with 561 features and 
represents 2.56 seconds of time. Each record consists of following attributes: 
- Triaxial acceleration from the accelerometer (total acceleration) and the estimated body acceleration. 
- Triaxial Angular velocity from the gyroscope.  
- A 561-feature vector with time and frequency domain variables.  
- Its activity label.  
- An identifier of the subject who carried out the experiment. 
 
Num 
Feat KM NB J48 RF RC IBK 
2 38.00 49.45 56.30 55.60 60.10 53.18 
8 68.40 48.26 61.39 63.01 63.03 60.18 
16 69.00 48.57 69.02 71.27 71.10 67.84 
32 70.00 52.34 70.24 74.17 75.10 71.74 
64 59.00 56.10 77.30 77.51 83.73 77.51 
128 59.50 55.31 91.46 94.29 95.10 92.97 
256 57.00 53.86 93.81 95.63 96.28 97.55 
561 60.00 79.00 94.00 96.30 96.90 97.89 
(a)                                                                                             (b) 
Fig. 2.Comparison of Classifier Performance: (a) Recognition Accuracy; (b) Model Building Time 
Figure 2 depicts the performance of different features ranked based on information gain with different classifier 
learning approaches, and time taken to build the model. As can be seen in this figure, we examined 2,8,16, 32, 64, 
128, 256 and 561(all features), ranked by information gain approach. The total data size for training and testing 
comprised around 10,000 samples. We used 5 fold cross validation for partitioning this large dataset (10,000 
samples) into training and testing subsets. Figure 2 shows the comparative performance for each classifier, in terms 
of Classification Accuracy and Time taken to build the model, and Table 1 to Table 4 shows details of other 
measures of performance in terms of TPR(True Positive rate),  FPR (False Positive Rate), PR(Precision), 
RC(Recall), F-m(F-measure) and ROC. Also, the confusion matrix for best performing IBk classifier for 128 and 
256 ranked features is shown in Table II. 
 
Further, as can be seen in Figure 2, the Naïve Bayes Classifier performs reasonably well for such a large dataset, 
with 79% accuracy, and it is fastest in terms of building the model taking only.5.76 seconds. However, random 
forests, one of the ensemble learning approach is better in terms of both accuracy and model building time, with 
96.3% accuracy and 14.65 seconds model building time. The other ensemble learning classifiers (random committee 
and random subspace), though perform well in terms of classification accuracy (~ 96%). As expected, the k-Means 
clustering being an unsupervised approach performs poorly with 60% classification accuracy, and 582 seconds. The 
best performing classifier however, is IBk classifier, which is based on lazy learning, resulting in an accuracy of 
more than 90% for 128 features and 256 features.. A trade-off between accuracy and model building time is 
necessary for a smartphone based activity recognition system, as real time activity monitoring needs to model to be 
built dynamically from the captured data, and faster model building time with accuracy recognition accuracy is the 
best to aim for. Further, additional  performance measures such as TPR, FPR, Precision, Recall, F-measure and 
Num 
Feat KM NB J48 RF RC IBK 
2 15.1 0.0 0.9 7.3 14.4 0.0 
8 20.6 0.0 7.4 16.8 17.7 0.0 
16 37.4 0.3 11.4 19.7 23.4 0.0 
32 67.9 0.9 25.7 25.7 25.4 0.0 
64 119.4 1.7 38.0 29.1 31.5 0.0 
128 217.0 4.4 64.6 31.7 30.7 0.0 
256 457.5 3.3 52.7 20.1 25.7 0.1 
561 582.1 5.8 247.4 14.7 27.0 0.5 
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ROC area need to be taken into consideration for choice of best algorithm for building automatic activity 
recognition systems. Table I shows these additional performance measures. 
 
Table 1. Additional Performance Measures For Different Classifier Models 
 
Table 2. Confusion Matrix for IBk Classifier for 128 and 256 ranked features (best performing classifier) 
 
 
The confusion matrix  forIBk classifier (the best performing classifier) for 128 and 256 ranked features  is shown in 
Table II. The confusion matrix shows how the classifier confuses and misclassifies one class for another (Actual 
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Class (AC-0 to AC-5) vs. Recognised Class (RC-0 to RC-5). As can be seen in Table 2, the classifier performs has 
least confusion in recognising the Class 6 (Laying) and Class 1 (walking activity) out of 6 different activities 
(WALKING, WALKING_UPSTAIRS, WALKING_DOWNSTAIRS, SITTING, STANDING, LAYING). It 
confuses little bit between walking upstairs and walking downstairs activitiesand confuses bit more between sitting 
and standing. With just one smartphone tied to the waist, this is a significantly better performance for recognising 
each activity. 
 
6. Conclusions And Further Plan 
In this article, we proposed a novel automatic activity recognition scheme using smartphone data based on optimal 
attribute selection based on information theory based ranking and machine learning techniques. We examined 
several learning approaches and found lazy learning, random forests andensemble learning based approaches to be 
promising in terms of activity classification accuracy, model building time for automatic classification, and 
confusion matrix, with experimental validation on publicly available activity recognition dataset. Further research 
would involve adapting the proposed data mining approach on embedded hardware using appropriate 
implementation process, so that it can be implemented on smartphone devices Also, other active and novel 
unsupervised learning approaches need to be investigated as model building in real time on resource constrained 
smartphones could be restrictive.   
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